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Blast Off!!

Oh! at last
It's the Beer Blast
Come and join
It's gonna be fun

Spend dollars three
And you are free
To drink all the beer
That's needed for your cheer

Come back for more
There's gonna be cans galore
To give you the spirit
To prove your merit

O! NEEL!

Give me your tired
Your poor and
Your drunk
They're in no shape
to drive!

Take one down
Pass it around
No more bottles of beer on the wall!

He's had one
For ever, pare like acre!

The views of this publication are those of the individual writer and do not necessarily reflect those of Marian College. Ha Ha
The recent occurrence in Doyle Hall, that is, the reported illegal restraining of students while an illegal search of their rooms was made, would tend to make one believe that the year is 1950, not 1978. It would also tend to make one believe that perhaps certain college officials have forgotten what student cohesiveness was able to accomplish in the 1960's. One thing this cohesiveness taught or made clear to certain administrative staffs was that students did indeed have rights, and were by no means second class citizens, nor would they stand idly by and permit actions to go unanswered that relegated them to the status of second class citizens.

What students of the 60's found out was, that those in like circumstances have a much better chance of preserving their rights by presenting a united front against the Gestapo-like tactics of certain administrations. The same thing remains true today. Those in like circumstances by uniting can still better preserve their rights. By the way, those in like circumstances are not just those whose rights have already been violated, they also include any person who is subject to oppression by the same authoritarian administrative staff.

J. Cain

FROM THE EDITORS...

The above editorial is vague and contains few if any actual facts. What it does contain are many value judgements.

Consider for the moment, that the student cohesiveness of the '60's facilitated the Code of Student Rights and Responsibilities published by Marian College and distributed to all students. The Code outlines the College rights and student rights as well as prescribed conduct and sanctions.

The present administration must follow the Code as must the students. Therefore, if a violation occurs and becomes known to administrators, the administrators must comply with the duties outlined in the Code: to stop the violation and to impose sanctions on the violators.

If you, the student body, can look objectively at the present situation, free of any emotional or personal involvement and then continue to feel oppressed and treated like second class citizens, we suggest that you present to the Student Board an outline of the changes to the Code you deem appropriate. This is the only way to effect a change of this nature. Writing vague, emotionally charged statement to the CARBON which have no basis in fact cannot produce such a change.

P.S. The facts of the particular situation in question will not be argued by the CARBON editors in consideration of the privacy of those individuals directly involved.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Friday, October 6
Beer Blast, St. Thomas Aquinas
8:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m., 3.00 per person

Saturday, October 7
Women's Volleyball Game
10:00 a.m. at Huntington

Tuesday, October 10
Bake Sale sponsored by the Nursing students.
Starts at 9:30? in the MH lobby.

Wednesday, October 11
Women's Volleyball Game v. Hanover at 6:30 p.m., Clare Hall Gym

Friday, October 13
Mid-term Break!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Wednesday, October 17
Listeners Theatre..."From Betsy Ross to Woman Boss-From Suffering to Suffrage"
12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in Peine Theatre. Sponsored by History Dept. and Campus Ministry.

Thursday, October 19
Women's Volleyball Game
6:00 p.m. at St. Joe's.

FEATURE ARTICLE:"STUDENT ON LOAN"

From the U.S. Congressional Quarterly to the Indianapolis News to the CARBON. This statement may sound like passing the buck, but, in fact, it's the passing of information. How many of your readers have tried to get a loan for schooling but were unable to do so? The reason may have been that guaranteed student loans have been plagued by a high default rate by ex-students who don't want to repay either banks or the government for their educational loans.

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare Secretary Joseph Califano, Jr. has made efforts to clean up these abuses. But his campaign must show more progress if the loan program is to survive intact under intensive congressional scrutiny. Congress then will consider extension of the Higher Education Act, which authorizes the student loans.

Other student aid programs that face inquiry from Congress are the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants and National Direct Student Loans both authorized by the Higher Education Act.

The Federal government and 31 participating state agencies

(continued on page 6)
The meeting was called to order by Alice Mattingly at 9:00 pm. The minutes were read and approved.

TREASURY REPORT: The balance is $6,819.41.

STUDENT AFFAIRS: They had a meeting on Thurs. at 11:30 to discuss the Student Recognition Dinner.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS: They had a meeting and discussed:
1) Recommended the following consideration for divisional structure (chosen by majority of faculty polled):
   - Humanities
   - Natural Science
   - Social Science
   Results will be returned to Council.
2) Request from Psych. Dept. to change Physiologic Psych. (PS275) from 4 semester hrs. to 3 semester hrs. and lab fee of $100.00 be discontinued. Approved.
3) nontenure chosen for the Who's Who 78-79.
4) Tentative Agenda for the National League for Nursing Accreditation visit at Marian for Oct. 4-6, 1978.
5) Discussion on the academic calendar for 1979-80 and 80-81.

SOCIAL PLANNING: Program Committee met and are planning a concert in April. Oct. calendars are available. Letters were sent to parents about parents weekend.

SENIORS: None

JUNIORS: Pam Brown and Nancy Smith were chosen to be on the food service committee.

SOPHOMORES: None.

FRESHMEN: None

D.S.A.: None

CLARE HALL: Fall Frolic was a success. Plans for Community Guild.

DOYLE HALL: Plans for Halloween Trick or Treat in dorms and a Haunted House in Doyle Hall basement.

OLD BUSINESS: A carnival is being planned for Cerebral Palsy. Publications Meeting - seven people and two editors. Possibility of one issue this semester. Will bring draft in for approval. The Theater Arts Guild (TAG) budget will come under MCSA. They will be able to keep revenue from Workshop to fund trip to New York. Beth Watten has taken Dave Mietty's voting power this semester. Executive Board Meeting has been set for 4:00 p.m. Thursday.

The meeting was adjourned at 10:14.

Cecilia Rikke

MATURE LIVING SEMINARS

"The Past: Mirror of the Present" is the theme for the series of Mature Living Seminars currently being presented by Marian College. This project is funded by the Indiana Committee for the Humanities and is directed towards participation by senior citizens. The series is not, however, limited to senior citizens, and offers an interesting educational supplement to Marian students who would like to sit in. Each Tuesday session consists of the presentation of a topical film, followed by group discussion. Leaders initiate the discussion by asking participants to make observations on the film, or to relate the film to actual living experiences. The sessions are organized and presented by members of the Marian Faculty, and other knowledgeable persons associated with specific topics.

The program is now at the mid-way point of the eight week series, with four seminars yet to be presented. The attendance so far has been good, and participant evaluation questionnaires show a positive response. For many of the participants the program has renewed interests in forgotten subjects, and has given them the opportunity to return to a learning situation.

If any of the following titles sound interesting then go have a look in Room 251 one Tuesday...

1) The Doll's House - Oct. 10 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. Rev. Bernad Head and Sister Adele Zahn
2) From Betsy Ross to Woman Boss - Oct. 17 (same time) Sr. Susan Bradshaw and Rosie Kelley
3) Once There Was A City - Oct. 24 10-2 William Doherty and Frank Chase
4) If You Don't Come in Sunday...Don't Come in Monday Oct. 31 10:00-2:00 Mary Haugh

Ron Dye

NEEL

WE'RE EXPANDING!!!!!!!!!

We are happy to announce a new and excited CARBON staff of writers, artists and typists for the 1978-79 year.

Neel Emmanuel
Tom Hornbach
Roseann Wissel
Roberta Schiller
Patty Riley
Tom Philpot
Mark Kirchgasner
Kurt Goldner
Steve Kramer
Jill Krider

Thanks for your help and enthusiasm.

Karen and Danine

CORRECTION

There is a correction to the October Social Calendar. The Women's Volleyball game on Oct. 10 and Pam Wetaula's birthday should both be Oct. 11. Mid-term break begins with the end to classes on Wednesday. Sorry for any confusion.

Social Planning

PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT

I would like to invite the members of the Marian College Community to an exhibit of my photography that is being held during the month of October in the Hoosier Photo store at 801 Broad Ripple Avenue.

Drew Appleby
Convocation on Women's Issues

Indiana State University and the Indiana Committee for the Humanities will present a Listener's Theater "From Suffering to Suffrage," dealing with American women from 1789-1920. The program is sponsored locally by the Campus Ministry and the History Dept. and will be presented at 12:30 on Tuesday, Oct. 17, in the Piehe Theater.

"From Suffering to Suffrage" will employ dramatic readings to highlight the main points in the history of American women from 1789-1920. Materials for the programs were compiled from actual historical documents including essays, diaries and public speeches as well as from legends and poetry. This information is rarely presented in history and literature courses and provides a new viewpoint on an important facet in America's development. To date, previous touring segments have played before more than 4000 persons throughout Indiana.

ARE YOU WILLING TO HELP?

Sister Barbara Ann is asking each student to bring back just one can of vegetables after mid-term break so that the Annual Christmas baskets can be packed for the nearly 75 families that she and Sr. Mary Rose send out each year. Bring your donations to Rm. 156 of the Biology Dept. Your generosity is greatly appreciated. Thanks.

ARE YOU RETURNING TO COLLEGE AFTER BEING OUT OF SCHOOL FOR MANY YEARS?

There are many people at Marian College who are doing just that! If you would like to meet informally with some of these people to socialize and discuss common concerns, bring your caf lunch or sack lunch to Rm. 127, end of first floor corridor in Clare Hall (coffee and tea will be provided), on Wed. Oct. 18 at 11:30. If you can't make it then come any time before 12:30.

Sr. Sue - Campus Ministry

NEEDED: Food production, skills, shelter, education, community, love, Justice, Jesus Christ. Divine Word Missionaries, as Catholic priests and brothers, fill these needs among the poor of Asia, South America, Africa, New Guinea, India and the U.S. If you feel such a challenge could give meaning to your life; please write: Divine Word Missionaries, c/o Brother Andre, S.V.D., Divine Word College, Epworth, Iowa 52045.

MAP TO BEER BLAST!!!!!!

NEEDED: Food production, skills, shelter, education, community, love, Justice, Jesus Christ. Divine Word Missionaries, as Catholic priests and brothers, fill these needs among the poor of Asia, South America, Africa, New Guinea, India and the U.S. If you feel such a challenge could give meaning to your life; please write: Divine Word Missionaries, c/o Brother Andre, S.V.D., Divine Word College, Epworth, Iowa 52045.

CONFIDENTIALS

Does Bags really sleep in the buff?
MBS try one base at a time!
Sly Fox and Little Tree, we'll get you next time!
Turn those moons around boys!
Where's your mind at Pat?
What caught your gaze, Jan?
J & E, Sorry we took your parking place.
Chops, been in any good pictures lately?
No, you are not invited so don't come!
Is it true Geeze put a sign out for Monica to sleep elsewhere?
Was it Laura or Tammi who had her eye on that certain someone?
Hey, I'm sorry but that's the way I feel. So come on, get out of here!!!

An optimist is one who makes the best of it when he gets the worst of it.

UNTIL NEXT TIME
SPECIAL THANKS
...to Circle K and all those who helped in the Campus Clean-up! Your work has made a noticeable improvement in our campus.

The Campus Ministry

MOVIE BARGAINS!!!!!!
These movies charge only $1.00 for admission!!!

GREENBRIAR on W. 86th St  phone - 253-3015
WOODLAND in Carmel  phone - 846-2426
ESQUIRE on Pendleton Pike  phone - 897-1833
EMERSON on E. 10th St.  phone - 367-4488

Note: Weekends are $2.00 at the Emerson, but $1 during the week!

*** TAG LINES ***
Hello Dahlings,

TAG, you're it! Or you might be if you audition for "Love Course", a one-act play. Auditions will be held on Monday, October 9 at 4:30 and Tuesday, October 10 at 10:30 in Peine. Cast consists of 2 women, 2 men.

If singing is your bag, audition for "I Do, I Do," auditions for this will be "one-night only" in Peine at 7:30 p.m. on October 23. Cast consists of 1 man and 1 woman.

Thanks to all those who auditioned for the Variety Show! The next meeting will be October 25 in Peine. Everybody COME and get involved!

Be there, aloha!

Entirely yours,
Vicki Gioscio

GRADUATION IS CLOSING IN!!!!!!

There will be an important meeting on Tuesday, October 10 at 11:30 a.m. in Room 306, Marian Hall. The meeting will be about placement credentials, interviewing schedules, and other ways in which the Placement Office staff may be able to assist you during your job search. If we are to help you, we must have your credentials on file in our office. Please stop by the Placement office and pick up a credentials packet if you cannot attend the meeting.

I am looking forward to meeting with you on Tuesday!!

David K. Roberts
Assistant Dean of Student Services

JOCK BRIEFS
Meet our famous freshman, Kimberly Hermesch. Kim's a 1978 graduate of Jac-Cen-Del High School and is from Osgood, Indiana. She was chosen among thousands of outstanding American High School Athletes from all over the United States to participate as a member of the All-American High School Basketball Team. Yea!!

To be selected to this highly elite position is based on a combination of highest honors in athletics and scholastic achievements. Kim certainly has both areas under her belt. She's in the American High School Athlete Book of 1978; she's on the All-American Girl's Basketball Team; she's been awarded a certificate and patch, "High School All American" in recognition of outstanding ability in basketball, sportsmanship, and involvement in extracurricular activities.

Kim is majoring in music education here at Marian and is planning to play basketball on the team. Good luck, Kim, and keep up the excellent work.

Roseann


The Biology and Conservation Club is alive and well on Marian College Campus! Along with its periodic picnics by the lake, the club sponsors many projects to maintain the beautiful 114 park-like acres which surround us.

Every Friday afternoon at 1:45 the officers (and any other interested parties) join forces to combat such things as erosion on the side of the hill, and excess weeds on the circle in front of Stokely. We have many more projects planned so if any one is interested we meet in the Biology wing at 1:45 - TODAY!!

Biology Club Officers,
Mark, Lisa and Mary

BOOSTER CLUB MINUTES
At Tuesdays meeting, the theme for Homecoming Week was chosen. This year it will be "Reminiscing".

We have been issued a parade permit for Saturday, November 11. The parade will start in from of Clare Hall and proceed to the Naval Armory via Cold Springs and 30th Street. Each class and any club is encouraged to enter a float. Also, any individual who would like to decorate their car, please do so. There will be a $10 prize awarded to the best decorated float or car.

This year there will again be a spirit banner contest. More on this later.

Booster Club is considering getting a powder puff football team together.

We will be trying to go to an away volleyball game, possibly October 28.

It is being discussed whether to have Booster Club meetings in the evening so more members can attend.

A group of Marian College Alumni have issued a challenge to who ever our intramural football champs are. They (the Alumni) have already begin practicing. This will be discussed later with the intramural teams.

The next Booster Club meeting will be Tuesday, October 10 at 12:30 in the Psych lab. Any Booster Club Functional Board member who cannot make it, please see one of the officers before Tuesday.

Karen Beckerich

IF THE SHOE FITS.....

Your mind
and a cement bridge
they seem to go together

But then again
they seem to repel one another
like a pair of cyclotrimychs
their brains racing
towards opposite ends
of the emotional spectrum

And while I have
a warm feeling for you
your holier-than-thou attitude
and non-acceptance of something different
reduces me to a sad and empty person.

And I pray, not for myself, but for you.
That you may be forgiven for taking his power of judgement, into your own hands.

And that someday you may also have a prayer
For someone like me.
promise to repay the loans if the student does not. States are reimbursed by the Federal government for 80% of their repayment costs. For most students, the government does pay interest on loans while they are still in school. These loans are supposed to be repaid within 10 years after the student leaves school, at 7% interest.

The underlying problem of abuse is that too many students are refusing to pay back loans, sticking the government with the bill. In May of 1978, more than 400,000 loans were in default, involving a total of $400 million.

HEW officials say that the main cause of the problem has been the chaotic management of previous administrations. Even with limited manpower, HEW failed to take the most obvious step against defaulters—sending them a bill. Obviously, most people weren’t anxious to volunteer payment for bills they never received.

A lot of people who haven’t paid have been among those in vocational schools and large numbers of drop-out students who were unwilling to repay loans for what they considered a “rip-off.” In addition, the declining value of a college degree on the job market left many graduates resentful, and often simply unable to pay back their loans.

Several strategies are underway to collect payments. The one strategy that has had a substantial impact has been to ask the Justice Department to prosecute defaulters. In many cases the threat of prosecution alone is enough to persuade defaulters to begin to repay. Califano said about 1,200 defaulters a week were persuaded to begin to repay loans—a rate four times that of a year ago.

The future availability of educational loans to students will most likely be determined by the success of Secretary Califano’s efforts.

Roseann

THANKS!!!!

We’d like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who helped make Clean-Up Campus Day a success. Small prizes for individual achievements were distributed. Peggy Brennen and Laurie Wolvorton won the award for Most Cigarette Butts Collected. The Most Trash Collected Award was acquired by Liane Brookhart, Johanna Cundari, and Margaret Johnson. Mary Hoste was awarded the prize for the Biggest Piece of Trash. The two-time winners were Tina Miller and Mary Beth Simmerness who attained the prizes of Most Unusual Piece of Trash, and Most Beer Cans and Bottles. A special note of thanks should be given to Tina Miller for her valiant efforts in securing a beer can on the edge of the lake. Due to the slippery ground, Tina could not avoid a swim in the lake and a fight with a large spider. That surely is a dedicated worker. Again, thanks to all who made the day a success.

Circle K Club

DON’T LOSE HOPE!!!

Our very own girl’s volleyball team lost to IUPUI Thursday, Oct. 5. The scores were: 15-6, 15-4, 15-2.

The next girl’s volleyball game is Saturday at Huntington at 10 a.m.

Corky

NOTICE!!!

Please don’t forget to turn in your Clare Dorm Survey to the front desk, or in the envelopes, or to Ronda Alexander in room 224.

Thank you,

Ronda Alexander

SEE PETER

Hello, childings. See Peter here (so are other people too, of course, but I’m the only one that counts.) And you can take that to the bank. Damn straight, Mister! Ha! Later, baby! Who loves ya? I — (Sorry, but See Peter has heard Village People’s “Macho Man,” once too often, and has had a Macho O.D. So, I, Bette, will continue this.)

Kiddies, Danny Kasie, former teacher and director at Marvin, is now directing the Eggleston/Novelle classic, “Hoosier Schoolmaster”, at the Indiana Arts League, 820 E. 67th Street, November 3. More on that as soon as I can focus again.

Greg Bauer and Linda Leonard continue to chew scenery at the Black Curtain (after all, it is a dinner theatre.) (Just kidding, kidz! - Margo)

And be sure to see, “I’ll never See Another Butterfly”, soon to be unleashed on an unprepared college campus, in a fifty park-like acres, in a galaxy far, far away (from Poland).

And, finally, let’s all hear it for TAG (Theatre Arts Guild, acronym lovers.) Long may they wave (whatever that means).

So, adieu, my darling public, as I — omigod, See Peter's loose! He's chewing on Sr. Elizabeth John and spitting out the gistl! Ohh! It's all right, he's washing her down with the right wine (Ripple, 1977).

Bette (Oh, look, the corn is green!) SEE PETER

SEE PETER

Is it true that pink and green can out glitz silver and gold?

THE FOLLOWING is a list of several of the many new books in the library... Check them out!!!

Life After Life, by Raymond Moody

An American Life - One Man’s Road to Watergate by Jeb Magruder

Television: The Business Behind the Box, by Les Brown

Gun Control, by Robert Kukla

A Silent Tragedy: Child Abuse in the Community, by Peter Decourcy

Doonesbury Chronicles, by Garry Trudeau

Dealing with Death and Dying, by Josephine Dolan

Finding Facts Fast, by Alan Todd

What lies behind us
And what lies before us
Are tiny matters
Compared To what lies within us.

—Thoreau (I think)

IN ADDITION to the CARBON staff as aforementioned, the editors would like to thank Mrs. Spallina for placing the CARBON first on her Friday morning agenda and running it off without fail (unless we fail!!!)

HAVE A HAPPY AND SAFE MID-TERM BREAK!!!!!!